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Background
 Challenges to the health sector
– Finance and financial flows




– Legal framework 
– Poverty
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Deteriorating indices
Infant mortality rate
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Trends  in IMR rural vs 
urban
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Trends  in under five mortality 
rural vs urban
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Health  institutions distribution 
by province
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Distribution  of medical 
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Challenges to the physician
–Health reforms 
–Leadership role and head of team
–Role model
–Cost of care and poverty
–Ethics in compromised social 
environment
–CPD
–Curative care/disease prevention and 
health promotion
• Perpetual dilemma 
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MOH response
Paradigm shift in the NHSSPII
– Emphasis on disease prevention and health 
promotion
– Defining essential health package (KEPH)
– Focus on equity and access to affordable 
health care
– Building partnership with community
– Strengthen health care support delivery 
systems
– enhanced sector coordination and 
partnerships.




– Employment of staff
– Purchase of equipment
– Rehabilitation of health facilities
– Strengthening of KEMSA to take over 
procurement functions
– Strengthening Regulatory Rapacity 







–Result based management 
–Partner coordination
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Way forward
Physician leadership in the 
sector
Advocacy for more funding 
of the sector
Advocacy for reforms in the 
sector
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Way forward
Advocacy for better human 
management and 
development in the sector
Institutionalization of CPD
Promotion of accountability
Promotion of ethics
